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Nomenclature

= aspect ratio
= wing span
= local chord
= total drag coefficient
= lift-dependent drag coefficient
= minimum drag envelope
= lift-dependent profile drag coefficient
= vortex drag coefficient
= lift coefficient
= wing lift curve slope with respect to angle of

attack, leading-edge flap deflection angle,
and trailing-edge flap deflection angle,
respectively

= sectional drag coefficient
= minimum profile drag
= section lift coefficient
= lift coefficient at minimum drag-also ideal

lift coefficient

=quantity proportional to CDPL
=lift-dependent profile drag factor
= lift-dependent drag factor of minimum drag

envelope
= lift-dependent drag factor for a section
= lifHo-drag ratio
= wing area
=spanwisestation
=angle of attack (with respect to wing

chordal plane)
= distribution of total induced angle of

incidence
= leading-edge flap deflection angle
= trailing-edge flap deflection angle
= spanwise loading
=yl(bl2)-nondimensional spanwise station
= chordwise loading
=optimum leading-edge flap deflection angle
=optimum trailing-edge flap deflection angle
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Introduction

WING leading- and trailing-edge flaps are usually de-
ployed to improve the lifting ability of wings, especially

during takeoff and landing. In recent times, however, these
flaps have been used also during maneuver conditions to im-
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prove the aerodynamic efficiency (LID). Some examples of
aircraft usingsuch devices are F-4E, F-5E, F-16, F- is, etc. Dur-
ing a maneuver, the flaps automatica!ly follow a predetermined
deflection schedule which is a function of Mach number and
angle of attack. The flap deflection schedule is mainly deter-
mined through extensive wind-tunnel tests.

In this paper, a simple analytical method based on linear
theory is developed to determine the optimum flap schedule
for both leading- and trailing-edge flaps.
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Problem Formulation
and Method of Solution

If the drag polars are plotted for various flap deflections {3
and "I, then the envelope of these polars defines the
minimum drag envelope. The corresponding deflections {3oPl
and 'Yepl'which minimize the lift-dependent drag CDL' define
the optimum flap schedule.

Lift-DependentProfile Drag

For a cambered airfoil, the drag polar can be fairly well
represented by the relation

Cd =Cdmin +k(CI - C1i)2 (1)

To a first approximation, C1i and Cd can be taken to be
functions of camber alone. Extending these arguments to
each spanwise section of a three-dimensional wing (i.e.,
assuming that the wing is composed of a series of two-
dimensional airfoils of varying camber and thickness), the
lift-dependent profile drag CVPL can be determined by in-
tegrating Eq. (1) across the span and is written as

1 rbl2

CDPL =8 J -b12 Kp(CI-CI)2C dy=KpF
(2)

where Kp is a constant (being independent of camber), and

1 l
bl2

F=-
.

(CI-C1i)2cdyS. -b12
(3)

For a wing at an incidence ex, CI(-I1) and C1. can be ex-
pressed in accordance with linear theory as 1

Cr (1/) =Ola+02{3+ °3'Y

CI.=04[3+asl'
1

(4)
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Fig.l Flap sehedule of F-18 aircraft.
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,!tere al"'" a5 are c~nstants: Substituting these in Eq, (3)
\~ d carrying out the mtegratIOn, F can be expressed as a1IJ1 " C (3 dadratlCIII l.., , an ')':
£ttl

F==A,CL2 +A2{J2+A3'Y2 +A4{3CL +A5{3'Y +A6'YCL (5)

Bere, CL ==CL"CX+CL{3{3+CL,' for small ex, (3, and 'Y.

rhe lift-dependent profile drag factor Kp is determined by
use of data correlation curves given in Refs. 1 and 2. The

!~:allift coefficient Clj and zero lift incidence on stations of
t :ng with deflected flaps are calculated using the local loading
we and C, (1/) formulae given in Ref. 3 modified to include a~

dPing-edgeflap. The details of these calculations are given inlea
Rei. 4.

.ortex Drag
V rJcKie's method3 for calculation of spanwise load distribu-
- J1on wings with spanwise discontinuities in angle of in-

tl'~ence and/or wing chord has been adopted here for wings
C\b plain leading- and trailing-edge flaps. Once the load

;tstribution r (1/) is known, the span wise distribution of local
li~t C, (1/) is related to r (1J)by

CI (I) =(2b/c)r(l)
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Fig. 3 Trailing-edge flap schedule.
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The total lift and vortex drag coefficients are

r+ 1
C L =A j -, r ( I) dll

. (7)

1

+1

CDv=A r(i/)O:j()(ll) dl)
-I

(8)

Within the limits of linear theory, CDvcan be expressed as a
quadratic

CDV =B, CL 2 + B2{32+ B3"(2 + B4{3CL+ B5{3"(+ B6"(CL (9)

where B,. B2"'" B6 are constants.

Total Lift-DependentDrag

Since both CDv and F are quadratic in CL, {3, and 'Y,the
total lift-dependent drag is also a quadratic and can be ex-
pressed as

CDL =CDv+KpF=C,CL2

+ C2{32 + C3"(2 + C4{JCL + C5{3"(+ C6'YCL (10)

(6)
where CI, C2,..., C6 are constants.

Flap Schedule and Minimum Drag Envelope

To get the flap schedule, CDi' Eq. (10) is minimized with
respect to {J and "( for a given CL. The first derivatives of
CDL with respect to {J and 'Yare equated to zero. The
resulting values of {3oPtand 'Yoptare substituted in Eq. (10),
and the minimum drag envelope is given by

CDLm = KrCL2 (11)

where f(r is a constant and the constants CI, C2,..., C6 are
determined by knowing the total lift-dependent drag coeffi-
cient for various values of {3and 'Y.

Results

Figure 1 gives a comparison of leading- and trailing-edge
flap schedules and Fig. 2 the resulting minimum drag
envelope for F-18 aircraft. 5 The comparison of flap
schedules between theory and experiment for the F-18 air-
craft (Fig. 1) does not seem to be very good. A possible
reason for this could be the relative insensitivity of the drag
coefficient to flap deflection angle, at least around the flap
angles for minimum drag and at the lift coefficients under
consideration.

Figure 2 shows that for the undeflected flap case, the
estimated drag departs from the experimental one for
CL >0.4, indicating the limits of the linear theory. However,
with the flaps deflected (both leading and trailing edge), the
agreement between experiment and estimation is remarkably
good even for CL of about 0.9. This can possibly be at-
tributed to the ability of the leading-edge flaps in maintain-
ing attached flow at these high CL values.

A comparison of the drag envelope for the F-16 aircraft
with and without programmable leading-edge flaps was
made. The decrease in CDL when flaps are employed is
quoted as 18070in Ref. 6, which compares well with about
15% obtained from the present method. Figure 3 displays
another comparison between theory and tests conducted at
the National Aeronautical Laboratory on an 'aircraft model
(aspect ratio A =3.2) at a Mach number of 0.5. These tests
were done with and without trailing-edge flaps deflected.
Figure 3 shows that the trailing-edge flap deflection schedule
is predicted reasonably well by the theory.
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Fig.2 F-18 minimum drag envelope.
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Conclusions

A simple method based on linear theory has been
developed for the determination of trailing- and leading-edge
flap deflection schedules to obtain minimum lift-dependent
drag (or equivalently maximum lift-to-drag ratio). The resul-
tant lift-dependent drag polar can also be determined. Exten-
sive comparisons with available experimental results have
proved the general validity of the method. It is expected that
this method would be useful in the preliminary design phase
of an aircraft and also in reducing later on the quantum of
wind-tunnel testing needed to determine flap schedules.
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Bombing Error Sensitivities Using
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Nomenclature

= drag coefficient of bomb
= crossrange impact point
= crossrange release point
= diameter of bomb
= downrange impact point
= downrange release point
=e~aTJ
= altitude at bomb release
= gravitational constant
= drag factor
= mass of bomb
= ballistic range
=time of fall
~ airspeed of bomb at release
=average velocity during time of flight

Introduction

E RRORS in determining the initial conditions at bomb
release, i.e. airspeed, altitude, vertical velocity, drag coef-

ficient and density, can greatly affect the accuracy at which a
bomb reaches the desired impact point. Sensitivity coefficients
determined from the solution of the equations of motion
define how errors in initial conditions propagate in errors in
the downrange and crossrange impact point. Because of the
drag term, the equations of motion are nonlinear and thus are
not amenable to analytic solutions. However, by using a
simplified aerodynamic trajectory (SAT) where the drag term
is linearized the sensitivity coefficients can be determined in
closed form.
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= ground velocity along track
= ground velocity across track
= wind velocity
=component of airspeed in vertical direction
= coordinates
= velocities
= accelerations
= factor used to linearize equations of motion
~ average value of a during time of flight
=drift angle
= air density
= average density during time of flight
= dive angle

ON!

D[=DR + VgTJ- (VaTJcosO-RB) coso

C[= CR + VgcTJ+ (VaTJcosO - RB) sino

/1D[ = ilDR + ARB + (/1 Vg - /1 Va cosO) TJ

and for the crossrange
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Approach

Referringto Figure I, the downrangeand crossrangeimpact
points respectivelycan be determinedby

/1C[=!1CR+!1 VgcTJ+ (VaTJ cosO-RB)!1o

z

x

~ Sin e

and

w

(I) ar

(2)

By taking the differentials of Eqs. (1) and (2), the total
downrange and cross range error in the impact point can be
determined based on the contributions of individual errors in
initial conditions. For the downrange impact point

v.

y

<Dx...t;..)

x

(3)

(4)
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Fig. 1 Coordinate system and geometry for impact prediction.


